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Siegfried Contemporary Private Showroom
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This exhibition is the result of a co-investigation
image’s ontology, in both its
metaphysical and digital virtuality.
Private View & Drinks
April 19th, 2013 - from 6.30 to 9 pm

Following a 6 month process of collaborative research, relying on the necessary ‘metaphysical
limit’ of photography as an artistic practice this project has undertaken to challenge the
or understanding of what an image is into all its potential modes of existence.
The project started by speculating about a non-mimetic photography which for us ultimately
became a false concept and transformed into a Principle of Mimetic Difference; where a
photograph is considered as at once mimetic and non-mimetic, existing simultaneously
within and beyond both.
From this point we began to question the ontology of the image in such a way that the
image would be considered as separate from its physical anchoring in the form of a picture
or a photograph. In this sense, one may say that the image is on a ‘journey’ from the
picture to the viewer. It exists on multiple levels and in different domains: optical, chemical
the form of a picture, an object or a photograph intimates an intangible and potentially
imperceptible, that is, invisible mode of existence; in other words, a quantum state. Since
one cannot pretend the image’s ontology belongs solely to metaphysics, the work in this
exhibition argues that metaphysics becomes in this case a matter of meta-physics: a tinier
dimension of the perceptible, tangible physical-optical mode of existence of the image, a
The invited artists have engaged with research speculating on the possible next stage of
photography on the premise of a photography whose 'picture-state' is exploded through
time and space.
Although they maintain a certain focus on the production of objects with respect to their
relationship with their human and non-human, organic and architectonic surroundings, they
become not so much image-makers but instead 'spatiotemporal-reality-makers'.
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CineCosmos
This series of screenings programmed to accompany The Cosmic Artisan was chosen to
image becomes folded back on itself, convulsed in a battle with space and light,
yet pulses through all the works with a mesmerizing intensity.
From Peter Tscherkassky’s obliteration of cinematic spatial givens (and with them the
comforting sense of domestic space), to the interrogation of the pellicular materiality of
celluloid itself and the nature of photographic representation in the work of Aldo Tambellini
and Peter Kubelka, the image is dragged kicking and screaming from abstraction to a
new level of ontological experience. Stan Brakhage’s broad metaphysical encounters with
cinematic aesthetics or ‘anti-aesthetics’ in Dog Star Man and the the dissolution of the
BatteMentS SolaireS will be screened
framed by a newly created kaleidoscopic montage of the most memorable hallucinatory
scenes in cinema. The image
any conventional understanding of what it is to see: a ‘cinecosmological’ experiment for
Cosmic Artisans.
April 22nd, 2013
7:30 pm - 9 pm

May 15th, 2013
7:30 pm - 9 pm

tHe Man witH tHe X-ray eyeS
Roger Corman, 1963 (79 mins)

HallucinepHilia (45 mins)
— Montage of classic cinematic
hallucinatory scenes

outer Space
Peter Tscherkassky, 1999 (10mins)

This programme is curated by
Katherine Waugh in response to
the issues that have been raised
during the co-investigation of the
image’s ontology which this project
instigated.

ScHwecHater
Peter Kubelka, 1958 (1 min 35 secs)
Black iS
Aldo Tambellini, 1965 (3 mins 40 secs)
tHe nigHt after i kickeD it
Jane Cassidy, 2011 (9 mins 42 secs)

Dog Star Man: preluDe
Stan Brakhage, 1962 (25 mins)
BatteMentS SolaireS/SonnenfliMMern
Patrick Bokanowski, 2008 (17 mins 48 secs)

